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Subsurface damage (SSD) is inevitably generated during the grinding process of
quartz glass. It has a great impact on sustainability, lifetime and optical
performance of quartz glass components and systems. This paper proposes a
non-destructive detectionmethod for detecting SSD in ground quartz glass based
on polarized laser scattering (PLS). A PLS system was built to detect SSD in ground
quartz glass samples prepared with different abrasive particle sizes. The PLS
detection signal value had a positive correlation with the SSD depth. The
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method was used to simulate the laser
scattering process at the SSD. The distribution of electric field intensity could
reflect the location of SSD. It is concluded that the PLS system can effectively
detect SSD in the ground quartz glass.
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1 Introduction

Hard and brittle materials including glass, ceramics, and semiconductors are widely used
in optical devices, aerospace, microelectronics, and other industrial applications, due to their
excellent mechanical, optical, and chemical properties (You et al., 2020). Quartz glass, as an
easily available hard and brittle material, has the advantages of high hardness, wear
resistance, corrosion resistance, and low thermal expansion coefficient (Sindhu et al.,
2020). Currently, grinding is one of the most important technologies in the
manufacturing of quartz glass. During the grinding process, it inevitably produces SSD
in the quartz glass (Guo et al., 2020), which has a great impact on the sustainability, lifetime,
and optical performance of quartz glass components and systems (Chen et al., 2020). To
reduce and eliminate quartz glass SSD in the next process, it is important to detect SSD.
Therefore, it is of great importance to propose an accurate and efficient method to detect SSD
of ground quartz glass to optimize the precision machining process and improve the surface
quality and process efficiency of quartz glass.

The current detection methods for SSD in quartz glass are mainly divided into
destructive methods and non-destructive methods. In destructive methods, SSD is
exposed and then the SSD information is obtained by microscopic observation (Jin
et al., 2019). The common methods of destructive detection include cross-sectional
microscopy (Esmaeilzare et al., 2014), angular polishing (Guo et al., 2005), HF
chemical etching (Zhu et al., 2017), and the combination technology of TEM and FIB
(Li et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022). Compared to non-destructive methods, the destructive
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methods are more mature, but the destruction of the sample may
greatly propagate the SSD, which is greatly influenced by the
experimental conditions and the operations (Yin et al., 2018).
Non-destructive methods could achieve SSD detection with optical
and electrical methods. Combined with the existing computer and
automation technology, non-destructive methods can achieve full-
field detection of SSD in the sample (Zhang et al., 2021).

Non-destructive detection methods for quartz glass SSD mainly
include fluorescent penetrant inspection (Shipway et al., 2019),
X-ray microscopy (Jaimes et al., 2021), optical coherence
tomography (Wang and Tuchin, 2013), total internal reflection
technique (Xu et al., 2016), scanning acoustic microscopy
(Bauermann et al., 2020) and non-linear acoustics (Klepka et al.,
2019). Fluorescence microscopy can provide effective observation of
surface extension damage, but it is difficult for the fluorescent agent
to penetrate the SSD and detect them accurately. X-ray microscopy
is inefficient and can only detect samples in a certain range of size.
Optical coherence tomography can achieve the global damage
detection of samples. However, the scattering and reflection of
the surface can affect the accuracy of SSD detection. Total
internal reflection microscopy can effectively detect damage in
large-aperture optical components, but it requires a high level of
flatness of the samples, and the test results are greatly affected by the
surface roughness. Scanning acoustic microscopy has a high
longitudinal resolution, but the detection signal is mainly from
the sample interior, which is difficult to accurately detect SSD.
Non-linear acoustic-based method is used to detect local damage
which is more sensitive and faster than linear techniques, but it is
difficult to achieve the exact location of the surface/subsurface
damage.

The polarized laser scattering at the SSD leads to laser
depolarization (Yin et al., 2019). This method is applicable to
hard and brittle materials which can transmit light to a certain
depth, such as borosilicate glasses, quartz glasses, silicon wafers, etc.,
avoiding the influence of surface roughness (Li et al., 2020). In this
study, a PLS system was built and used to detect SSD in ground
quartz glass. The laser scattering process of polarized laser at
different depths of SSD was simulated using the FDTD method.
The detection signals are consistent with the simulated results,

indicating that the PLS system can effectively detect SSD in
ground quartz glass.

2 Experimental procedures

2.1 PLS detection principle and system setup

The principle of PLS is shown in Figure 1. When the polarized
light is incident on the surface of the sample, it scatters on the
surface, and the polarization state of the emitted light is the same as
the polarized light. When the polarized light transmits to the
subsurface of the ground quartz glass, it is multi-scattered by the
SSD, leading to depolarization, as a result, the polarization state of
the emitted light is changed significantly.

Based on the above principle of PLS, the PLS system was built
as shown in Figure 2. The laser emits the detection laser beam,
which is changed into P-polarized light by the polarizer. Then
the P-polarized light is amplified by the beam expander and
passes the polarizing beam splitter. Reflected by the reflector, the
P-polarized light irradiates the surface of the ground quartz glass
sample, and forms a light spot with a diameter of 1.5 mm. The
P-polarized light is single-scattered and reflected on the ground
quartz glass surface, and multiple-scattered at the SSD.
The polarization state of the single scattered and reflected
light on the surface is almost the same as that of the incident
P-polarized light, while the polarization state of multi-scattered
light is changed significantly. The partially polarized light is
separated from the scattered light by the polarizing beam
splitter, and then the S-polarized light, which carries the

FIGURE 1
The principle of the PLS method.

FIGURE 2
PLS detection system.

TABLE 1 Grinding experiment parameters.

Grinding
parameters

Disc
speed

Fluid
flow

Pressure
(MPa)

Time
(min)

Parameter Value 50 r/min 20 mL/
min

15 10
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information of the SSD in the ground quartz glass sample, is
finally collected by the detector. By controlling the movement
of the precision moving stage, the light spot scans over the
sample.

In this study, the PLS detection system consisted of a laser
model MIL-III-914-50, the output laser power was 15 mW, the
polarization laser wavelength was 914 nm, and the beam width of
the laser was 1.5 mm. A KG-PR-100MA-FS detector was used to
capture the depolarized light signal from SSD and convert the
optical signal into an electrical signal. An NI PCIe-6320 data
acquisition card was used to collect the detection data. The
sample to be detected was placed on a precision moving
platform (XYZPPS-20, HAWK, China).

2.2 Sample preparation and PLS detection
procedures

To investigate the PLS detection of SSD in ground quartz
glass, three sets of grinding experiments were conducted. The
samples used in the grinding experiments were double-sided
optical grade polished JGS1 quartz glass substrates with a
diameter of 15 μm and a thickness of 1.5 μm. A grinder (HD-
380X, Hyder, China) was used. The grinding method was free
abrasive grinding, and the lapping fluid was diamond abrasive
lapping fluid (SO1-1104D, Zhongwei, China). In the quartz glass
grinding process, the SSD depth is most significantly affected by
abrasive particle size, grinding pressure, and grinding disc speed
(Wang et al., 2008). Among them, abrasive particle size has the
greatest influence on the depth of SSD (Zhou et al., 2022). In this
study, three sets of samples with different SSD depths were
obtained by controlling the abrasive particle size (5 μm,
15 μm, and 20 μm) of diamond abrasive particles. Other
grinding parameters are shown in Table 1.

The surface roughness of these three sets of prepared ground
quartz glass samples was measured by a 3D surface profilometer
(New-View 9000, ZYGO, United States). The surface morphology is
shown in Figure 3. The surface roughness with abrasive particle sizes
of 5 μm, 15 μm, and 20 μm was Ra 81.1 nm, 217.4 nm, and
306.6 nm, respectively.

To investigate the relationship between the SSD depth and
the detection signal of the PLS system, the SSD depth was
calculated by fracture mechanics. Li et al. (2008) stated that
the depth of SSD was positively correlated with the surface
roughness, and proposed a model to predict the depth of SSD
in grinding, as shown in Eq. 1

δ � 3.08α2/3K

1
sinψ

H2m

E2m−2/3K2/3
IC

Ra4/3 (1)

where δ is the median damage depth; ψ is the semi-angle of the sharp
cone; E, H, and KIC are the elastic modulus, hardness, and fracture
toughness of quartz glass, respectively; αK, m are constant
coefficients; Ra is the surface roughness. The values of the
parameters are shown in Table 2. According to Eq. 1, the SSD
depth of the three groups of ground samples was calculated as
1.96 μm, 7.28 μm, and 11.51 μm, respectively.

Three groups of quartz glass ground by different abrasive particle
sizes were detected by the PLS system. The ground sample was placed
on the moving platform. P-polarized light was irradiated on the surface
of the sample and scanned over a 4 mm distance. The detection signal
was analyzed and processed by the computer.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Results of PLS detection

As shown in Figure 4A, three groups of ground quartz glass
samples were detected by the PLS system. The detection distance was
4 mm, and the detection width was 1.5 mm. The PLS detection signals
of SSD for three quartz glass samples with different abrasive particle
sizes are shown in Figure 4B. The signal fluctuated during the
detection because the depth of SSD induced by grinding was not

TABLE 2 Fracture mechanical property parameters of quartz glass
(Lambropoulos et al., 1999).

Parameters E (GPa) H (GPa) KIC m αK ψ

Value 72 10 0.7 MPa m1/2 0.43 0.279 68°

FIGURE 3
Surface morphology with the abrasive particle size of (A) 5 μm, (B) 15 μm, and (C) 20 μm.
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uniform (Zhao et al., 2007). It is found that the detection signal value
was related to the size of the abrasive particle. According to Eq. 1, the
depth of the SSD is increased with the abrasive particle size. Therefore,
the PLS system generated a large detection signal when the damage
depth was large.

3.2 FDTD simulation of PLS detection

To verify the feasibility of the PLS system for SSD detection, the
scattering process of polarized light at the SSD of quartz glass was
simulated by the FDTD method. FDTD method is a rigorous and
powerful tool for modeling the effects of scattering, transmission,
reflection, and absorption of light. By using this method, Maxwell’s
equations are solved directly based on grids without physical
approximation (Li et al., 2020).

As shown in Figure 5A, in the FDTD simulation, a P-polarized light
was used as the incident light. The SSD depths were set to 1.96 μm,
7.28 μm, and 11.51 μm, which were consistent with those in the PLS
detection experiment. The FDTD simulation results are shown in
Figure 5B. Circles indicate the locations of the SSD. It can be seen
that at the locations of SSD, the intensity of the electric field was large.
With the increase of the damage depth, the value was increased. When
the SSDdepthwas increased from 1.96 μmto 11.51 μm, the electric field
intensity was increased from 6.37 V/m to 12.6 V/m.

Since the distribution of SSD in the ground glass was uneven due to
the random distribution of the abrasive particles, the PLS detection
signal in Figure 4B fluctuated during the moving of the precision stage.
Therefore, an average value of the PLS signal for each sample was
obtained in Figure 6. It is shown that the PLS detection signal and the
electric field intensity from the FDTD simulation were consistent. As the
increase of the SSD depth, both the PLS detection signal and the electric

FIGURE 5
(A) FDTD simulation model of laser scattering, (B) distribution of electric field intensity of FDTD simulation.

FIGURE 4
(A) Schematic of the detection process (B) PLS detection signals of samples with different abrasive particle sizes.
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field intensity increased. The errors were also increased with the increase
of the SSD depth, due to the superimposition of SSD induced by larger
abrasive particle size. In this study, the resolution of PLS system can
reach a micron level, which was on the same order of magnitude as
X-ray microscopy (Jaimes et al., 2021), optical coherence tomography
(Wang and Tuchin, 2013), total internal reflection technique (Xu et al.,
2016), and scanning acoustic microscopy (Bauermann et al., 2020),
much higher than fluorescent penetrant inspection (Shipway et al.,
2019) and non-linear acoustics (Klepka et al., 2019).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a PLS system for detecting SSD in ground quartz
glass was built. Three samples ground by different abrasive particle
sizes were prepared. The SSD of these samples was detected by using
the PLS system. FDTD simulation of laser scattering at the damage
was conducted. The following conclusions were obtained:

1) The PLS system can detect SSD in ground quartz glass effectively.

2) The PLS detection signal value had a positive correlation with the
subsurface depth.

3) The laser scattering model using the FDTD method indicated
that the distribution of electric field intensity could reflect the
location of SSD.
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